1. Introduction {#j_med-2018-0002_s_001}
===============

In the preceding years, skin cancer has become one of the most common cancers in the world. In addition, modeling of skin cancer due to its fine-scale geometry and the complex surface has become a difficult case study.

Skin cancer can be easily diagnosed visually; however, there are a lot of specific aspects of the skin which can better assess by non-invasive imaging methods \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_001]\].

For the past 30 years, Melanoma rates have increased in the United States. However, the melanoma lifetime risk is 1 in 50 for whites, about 1 in 1,000 for blacks and 1 in 200 for Hispanics. Rising melanoma rates have motivated practitioners to detect lesions in their curable, early phase.

By detecting the skin cancer in early stages, it can be cured. However, when advanced, it spreads to other parts of the body, becoming harder to treat and often fatal \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_002]\].

In the melanoma detection process, architectural and cellular characteristics can be utilized to determine the malignancy of the skin tissue if the melanocytes are identified correctly.

The clinical characteristics of melanoma detection include Asymmetry, irregular Borders, more than one or uneven distribution of Color, or a large (greater than 6mm) Diameter. The Evolution of moles is also a critical factor \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_003], [@j_med-2018-0002_ref_004]\]. These characteristics were first introduced by the American Cancer Society as the ABCD rule to provide a standard and easily remembered guideline for the patient to use in self-examination for MM. Physicians can detect melanoma by using the ABCD rule. For analyzing the ABCD score, the criteria are assigned semi-quantitatively \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_005]\]. Each of the criteria is then multiplied by a given weight factor to calculate a total dermoscopy score. The ABCD rule works appropriately for thin melanocytic wounds. The ABCD rule has about 59% to 88% accuracy in diagnosing melanoma, but biopsy is needed for more precise diagnosis \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_005], [@j_med-2018-0002_ref_006]\].

The first step in achieving image characteristics for melanoma detection is to diagnose and localize the lesions in the image. Automated melanoma detection systems are based on using one imaging modality (like dermoscopy), computer algorithms and mathematical models to predict if a skin lesion is a melanoma \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_007]\].

In 1999, Xu et. al. proposed a method based on converting the color images into the intensity dimension on which the lesion boundaries were then developed by using a nonlinear sigmoid function \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_008]\]; they were applied then Double-thresholding to localize the boundary edges, which were then checked with a closed elastic curve to get a smooth lesion boundary.

In 2001, Ganster et al. synthesize dynamic thresholding, global thresholding and 3-D color clustering along with a fusion technique to characterize a lesion; they achieved 96% performance on a set of 4000 images \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_009]\].

In 2004, Zagrouba and Barhoumi motivated by the desire to classify skin lesion from color images; they employed fuzzy classifier after noise removing to detect the melanoma and achieved 79.1% accuracy for correct classify of lesions \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_010]\].

Orientation sensitive Fuzzy c-mean \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_009]\], Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Application with Noise \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_011]\], and JSEG \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_012]\] are the other examples of implementing the clustering algorithms in melanoma detection.

In 2004, Zouridakis, et al. \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_013]\] developed a new automatic melanoma detection technique based on size difference of two image modalities: TLM and XLM. The XLM imaging modality captures only surface pigmentation.

In 2011, Fassihi et al. used coefficients of wavelet decomposition to extract image characteristics. Melanoma classification is carried out by utilizing the mean and variance of the wavelet coefficients of the input images as the input of neural network \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_014]\]. Final results show about 90% accuracy in the distinction between benign and melanoma.

In the melanoma detection, researchers proposed employing back-propagation neural network to model unstructured problems due to its ability to map complex non-linear relationships between input and output variables.

Unfortunately, the back-propagation algorithm is known as a local search algorithm which uses gradient descent to iteratively develop the weights and biases in the neural network \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_015],[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_016],[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_017],[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_018],[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_019],[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_020]\]. A significant drawback of the gradient descent technique is that Easy trapped in local minimum and slow convergence

In this paper to compensate this drawback, world cup optimization (WCO) algorithm has been used to find the optimal values for weights and biases in the back-propagation algorithm.

WCO a new proposed swarm-based metaheuristic algorithm \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_021]\]. This algorithm imitates the social leadership and hunting behavior of grey wolves in nature.

Because of its metaheuristic feature, it can search for optimal solutions in different directions in order to minimize the chance of trapped in a local minimum and increment the convergence speed.

2. Filtering {#j_med-2018-0002_s_002}
============

In Biomedical imaging, performing some kinds of noise and over-segmentation reduction on the considered image is often desirable which makes easy the next processing steps.

The median filter is a nonlinear digital filtering technique which is often employed to remove noise from an image or signal. This process is a pre-processing step to improve the results of later processing (in this paper detect of melanoma parts of an image). Median filtering is one of the most utilized methods in medical imaging because, under certain conditions, it preserves edges while removing noise. In case, the median filter replaces a pixel by the median of all pixels in its neighborhood as below: $$\begin{array}{l}
{y\lbrack m,n\rbrack = median\{ x\lbrack i,j\rbrack,(i,j) \in \omega\}} \\
\end{array}$$ where ω is a neighborhood centered around the location (m, n) in the image.

Median filter considers the pixels in the image in turn and looks at their neighbors to make a decision which is representative of its surroundings or not. Median filter gets evaluated by first sorting all the pixel values from the surrounding neighborhood into numerical order and then placing the pixel being considered with the middle pixel value \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_022]\].

In this paper, a median filter is applied to the image to assigns to each pixel over a neighborhood of a given size. This filter decreases the small structures affections, like noise, hair, and scale lines on the segmentation result. The employed neighborhood of the median filter depends on the image resolution. In this research, 9 × 9 neighborhood is utilized for images by the size of 256×256 pixels to show a complete melanoma.

3. Supervised classification of the melanoma {#j_med-2018-0002_s_003}
============================================

Supervised classification is the technique which is often utilized for the quantitative analysis of biomedical imaging. The purpose of supervised classification in melanoma detection is to divide all the pixels of the input image into two classes (Melanoma and not melanoma classes). By using supervised classification, we categorize examples of the information classes (i.e., melanoma type) of interest in the image. Melanoma color is one of the considered cases which can become a classification issue. In addition, the purpose of melanoma color pixel classification is to decide whether a color pixel is a melanoma color or not. Good Melanoma color pixel classification should make coverage of all various melanoma types. Such a mentioned problem can be evaluated by artificial neural networks which have been proven as an efficient tool for pattern classification purposes where decision rules are hidden in highly complex data and can be learned only from examples. The image is then classified by attempting the performance for each pixel and decides about which of the signatures being similar most; [figure 2](#j_med-2018-0002_fig_002){ref-type="fig"} shows the steps of classification.

![Image noise reduction: (A) input image, (B) apply salt and pepper noise to image and (C) Filtered image](med-13-009-g001){#j_med-2018-0002_fig_001}

![Steps in supervised classification](med-13-009-g002){#j_med-2018-0002_fig_002}

![Flowchart of world cup optimization algorithm.](med-13-009-g003){#j_med-2018-0002_fig_003}

![(A) input image, (B) and (C) train and test approximation resemblance (red: original and blue: approximation) respectively, (D) and (E) classified train and test data, (F) output melanoma segmented image](med-13-009-g004){#j_med-2018-0002_fig_004}

![(A) input image, (B) and (C) train and test approximation resemblance (red: original and blue: approximation) respectively, (D) and (E) classified train and test data, (F) output melanoma segmented image](med-13-009-g005){#j_med-2018-0002_fig_005}

4. Artificial neural network {#j_med-2018-0002_s_004}
============================

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are relatively crude electronic models based on the neural structure of the brain. Natural neurons receive signals through synapses located on the dendrites or membrane of the neuron \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_023]\]. When the received signals get strong enough, the neuron is activated and emits a signal through the axon. This signal might be sent to another synapse and might activate other neurons.

From the practical point of view, ANNs are just parallel computational systems which include many simple processing elements connected together in a special way to perform a considered task. ANNs are strong computational devices which can learn and generalize from training data; since there is no requirement for complicated feats of programming.

From the mathematics view, a neuron's network function *f*(*x*) can be described as a forming of other functions *g*~*i*~(*x*), which can be defined as other functions forming. This can be easily defined as a network structure, with arrows representing the dependencies between variables. A commonly used kind of forming is the nonlinear weighted sum, where

$$\begin{array}{l}
{f(x) = K(\sum\limits_{i}\omega_{i}g_{i}(x))} \\
\end{array}$$

where *K* represents a predefined function, like the hyperbolic tangent. It will be easy for the following to assign a collection of functions *g~i~* as simply a vector *g* = (*g~1~*...*g~n~*).

From different techniques, Backpropagation (BP) is a commonly used method which is employed for feedforward networks.It evaluates the error on all of the training pairs and regulates the weights to fit the desired output. This is performed in several iterations to achieve the minimum value for error of the training set. After training process, the network weights are ready to use for evaluating output values for new given samples.

BP uses gradient descent algorithm to minimize error space. This algorithm has the drawback of trapping to the local minimum which is entirely dependent on initial (weight) settings. This objection can be removed by an algorithm by an exploration based algorithm, like the evolutionary algorithms.

5. World cup optimization algorithm {#j_med-2018-0002_s_005}
===================================

In the last decades, meta-heuristic algorithms have been considered as higher-level procedures to find, generate, or select a heuristic to provide a sufficiently good solution to an optimization problem, especially with incomplete or imperfect information or limited computation capacity.

There are different meta-heuristic algorithms like Genetic algorithm \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_024]\], particle swarm optimization \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_025], [@j_med-2018-0002_ref_026]\] and quantum invasive weed optimization \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_027]\] have been introduced to employ for solving complicated problems from different applications of science and technology.

In the recent years, a new meta-heuristic algorithm has been introduced which is inspired from the FIFA world cup competitions and shows good results in different applications; the algorithm is known as World Cup Optimization (WCO) algorithm.

The main purpose of WCO algorithm is to attention into the competition among different teams until one of them reach the best score and become the champion.

In WCO algorithm, a coefficient is introduced as rank. Rank has an important impact on every team's success. After achieving the rank scores, strong teams have been categorized as the first seed, the second seed includes the teams weaker than the first seed and the others have been categorized like the second team hierarchically. In this algorithm, in the first step, the seed one arises to the next level with no competitions. Afterwards, the challenge starts. Here, the competition starts with challenging the teams separately in their seeds to win the competition, raise their scores and upgrade their rank for the next games and cups.

After early competitions, the best two teams from each group arise to the next level and the rest has been eliminated. The third place of each competition in the seeds has a second chance to arise itself into the next level by winning the other same score teams from the other seeds (Play-Off). The final competition is held between two teams with the most scores to define the champion of the competitions. The flowchart of WCO algorithm is shown in the figure below.

6. ANN weights development using WCO (HNNWCO) {#j_med-2018-0002_s_006}
=============================================

An important aspect of an ANN model is training process; because the performance of ANNs is directly dependent on the training process success. The main purpose of the training step is to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) between its actual and target outputs by adjusting weights and biases.

Selecting a proper algorithm for achieving this purpose has become a challenge for researchers. Back-propagation (BP)algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms which has been proposed by researchers as a training phase. After some time, researchers have pointed out that the BP algorithm based on gradient descends have some drawbacks. Slow convergence rates and trapping in local minima are some of the important drawbacks.

Recently, Meta-heuristic algorithms are known for their ability to produce optimal or near-optimal solutions for optimization problems \[[@j_med-2018-0002_ref_022]\]. In this paper, we utilized WCO algorithm to search for weight values as below:

At first, ANN is trained using WCO algorithm to find the optimal initial weights. After that, the neural network is trained by using a back-propagation algorithm which involves an optimal back-propagation network.

Check whether the network has achieved the considered error rate or the definite number of generations has been reached then to end the algorithm.

For representing the ANN, a two-layered network can be considered as follows: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{H}w_{i}\sigma(\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{d}w_{j}x_{j} + b)} \\
\end{array}$$ where H illustrates the number of neurons in the hidden layer, w is the network weights, b denotes the value of the bias and σ is the activation function of each neuron which is considered as sigmoid in this case.

The network is trained by employing the WCO algorithm to achieve the value of the weights for each node interconnection and bias terms until the output layer neurons values are as close as possible to the actual outputs. The mean squared error of the network (MSE) can be defined as below: $$\begin{array}{l}
{MSE = \frac{1}{2}\sum_{k = 1}^{g}\sum_{j = 1}^{m}(Y_{j}(k) - T_{j}(k))^{2}} \\
\end{array}$$

Here *m* is the number of nodes in the output, *g* is the number of training samples, *Y~j~* (*k*) defines the desired output, and *T~j~*(*k*) is the real output.

The procedure for this HNNGWO algorithm can be summarized as follows:

Initialize the whole teams and groups randomly in the range of \[0, 1\].Evaluate each initialized team's fitness valueFind the best team with the highest score based on its rank, competitions and other operatorsIf the maximal iterative generations are achieved, go to [(7)](#j_med-2018-0002_eq_007){ref-type="disp-formula"}, else, go to [(5)](#j_med-2018-0002_eq_005){ref-type="disp-formula"}.Update and repeat the competition based on the previous ranksUtilize the backpropagation algorithm to search around the best cost for some epochs; if the search result is better than the best cost, the output will be the achieved search result; otherwise, previous output will be selected.End of algorithm

7. Dataset description {#j_med-2018-0002_s_007}
======================

Different databases are employed to analyze and compare the proposed technique results with other methods for performance analysis. Major images are acquired from Australian Cancer Database (ACD) as a well-known and broadly used skin cancer database. The main purpose of this research is to diagnose cancer in the skin from skin cancer images. In the following, we will show the results of the proposed method.

8. Simulation results {#j_med-2018-0002_s_008}
=====================

Here, we considered two area for classification (cancer and healthy). The proposed method is based on pixel classification for classifying pixels independently from the neighbors. The input layer of the network comprises 3 neurons from each image either cancer or non-cancer image. In this study, a sigmoid function is used as the activation function of the MLP network. The output is between 0 and 255 (uint8 class).

After training the neural network and entering the input images into it, a single threshold value is used to characterize cancer and non-cancer pixels. Here, to analyzing the proposed method's efficiency, three performance metrics are introduced. Correct detection rate (CDR) is the first metric which is defined in Eq. [(5)](#j_med-2018-0002_eq_005){ref-type="disp-formula"}. False acceptance rate (FAR) illustrates the percentage of identification moments in which false acceptance happens. False rejection rate (FRR) is the percentage of identification moments in which false rejection happens. The FAR and FRR are defined in Equations [(6)](#j_med-2018-0002_eq_006){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(7)](#j_med-2018-0002_eq_007){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{CDR = \frac{No.of\,.Pixels.Correctly.Classified}{Total.Pixels.in.the.Test.Dataset}} \\
\end{array}$$

$$\begin{array}{l}
{FAR = \frac{No.of\,.non - cancer\,.Pixels.Classified.as.cancer.PixelsClassified}{Total\,.Pixels\,.in.the.Test.Dataset}} \\
\end{array}$$

$$\begin{array}{l}
{FAR = \frac{No.of\,.cancer\,.Pixels.Classified.as.non - cancer.PixelsClassified}{Total\,.Pixels\,.in.the.Test.Dataset}} \\
\end{array}$$

[Fig.6](#j_med-2018-0002_fig_006){ref-type="fig"}. shows some examples of the input skin image and their output as the melanoma detected regions:

![Some of the results of the algorithm: (A) original image and (B) segmented image.](med-13-009-g006){#j_med-2018-0002_fig_006}

[Table.1](#j_med-2018-0002_tab_001){ref-type="table"} presents the efficiency of the presented segmentation algorithm inaccuracy.

###### 

Classification comparison of performance in the proposed method

  Metric   Standard MLP   MLP-WCO
  -------- -------------- ---------
  CDR(%)   88             92
  FAR(%)   7.5            4.5
  FRR(%)   4.5            3.5

We can see from the above results that the proposed algorithm has better efficiency in the accuracy. It is obvious from the above that MLP-WCO has better performance accuracy.

9. Conclusions {#j_med-2018-0002_s_009}
==============

A new optimized method is proposed for diagnosing melanoma. The proposed method is a new hybrid algorithm between the artificial neural network and world cup optimization for enhancing the back-propagation algorithm efficiency and for escaping from trapping in the local minima. Simulation results showed that WCO helps ANN to find the optimal initial weights and to speed up the convergence speed and reduce the RMSE error. To compare the performance of the proposed method by the ordinary ANN, three metrics (CDR, FAR and FRR) are employed and the results show good efficiency for the proposed ANN-WCO algorithm toward ordinary ANN.
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